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Contact your The Clear Creek Group concierge for our top restaurant selections and for assistance with reservations.

If you are traveling in April, May, October, November, or early December please be aware that restaurant hours may vary due to seasonal transitions and/or closures.
STAFF’S TOP RESTAURANT PICKS

Bar Enoteca
Streetfood at The Stagecoach
Sudachi
Westbank Grill at the Four Seasons
Teton Thai
Amangani Grill
Bin 22
Cocolove
Figs
Gorietta Trattoria
Hatch Taqueria and Tequilas
King Sushi
Local Restaurant and Bar
Trio
Palate Café
Pearl Street Bagels
Persephone Bakery
Picnic
Snake River Grill
Teton Tiger
Butter Café
Jenny Lake Lodge
TETON VILLAGE AND WESTBANK

ALPENROSE AT THE ALPENHOF LODGE
3255 West Village Drive, Teton Village
This traditional, alpine-style restaurant welcomes its guests with a warm and cozy dining atmosphere. Ski in to the Alpenrose for some delicious Swiss cuisine that utilizes local ingredients and wild game. Be sure to try their fondue, Raclette, and Weiner Schnitzel.

Open daily for dinner, and the Bistro is open daily for breakfast and lunch.

BAR ENOTECA
3335 West Village Drive, Teton Village
Bar Enoteca, inside Hotel Terra, offers Spanish and Italian cuisine with a variety of shared plates and indulgent main courses, all alongside an extensive selection of wine, local craft beer and artfully concocted cocktails. Enoteca brings the international style of familial drinking and dining to life. Immerse yourself in the sights, sounds and smells of the European-inspired experience as the culinary team prepares simple, yet delightfully refined dishes from the open kitchen.

Open daily for breakfast and dinner; lunch served weekends only; hours vary per day.

BAR J CHUCKWAGON
4200 West Bar J Chuckwagon Road, Wilson
Bar J Chuckwagon takes you back to the spirit of the old west with a relaxing atmosphere, rib stickin’ meal, and authentic cowboy entertainment. Classic meals include barbecue beef, barbecue pork ribs, and a twelve-ounce rib eye steak. This is a great place to feed the whole family while entertaining them with comedy, wild stories, and fiddling. Reservations are strongly recommended.

Open nightly for dinner during the summer season.
CALICO
2560 Moose Wilson Road, Wilson
Since 1966, the family-friendly Calico has been serving great, value-oriented dinners to locals and visitors alike. Calico specializes in Italian cuisine, and the menu consists of hand thrown pizza, locally raised, grass fed beef, free-range, organic chicken, fresh fish, hearty salads, as well as fresh-made breads and desserts. Enjoy their spicy margarita on the deck while the kids play on the lawn.

Open nightly for dinner.

GAMEFISH
7710 Granite Loop Road, Teton Village
Located in Snake River Lodge and Spa in Teton Village, Gamefish restaurant features American cuisine with a western flair. The restaurant boasts a delicious menu with entrees ranging from Buffalo Filet Mignon to Meatballs and Pappardelle as well as Native Idaho Trout.

Open daily for breakfast, lunch and dinner.

THE HANDLE BAR
7680 Granite Loop Road, Teton Village
Located at Four Seasons Resort, The Handle Bar is an American pub and beer hall that features a wide selection of American and international beers, whiskeys, and provisions. It is a great spot for hungry mountain bikers, travelers, and rebel rousers. The menu offers a diverse selection of classic pub grub with a modern twist. Snacks, soups, and salads round out the variety of lunch and dinner items.

Open daily for lunch and dinner.
IL VILLAGGIO OSTERIA
3335 Village Drive, Teton Village

Osteria is located within Hotel Terra. Experience Osteria’s beautiful patio seating, outdoor fireplace, and select wine from an extensive wine list. Highlights include a twelve-seat wine bar, a salumi counter, house-made pastas, and wood-oven pizzas. Sausage-stuffed olives, fresh swordfish, and braised lamb shank won’t disappoint! Walk-ins are welcome, but reservations are recommended.

During summer, Osteria is open daily for dinner. In winter, the restaurant is open for both lunch and dinner.

THE MANGY MOOSE RESTAURANT & SALOON
3295 Village Drive, Teton Village

“The Moose” has been a skier’s classic, go-to spot for years and features good food in a fun and casual atmosphere. They have an eclectic collection of memorabilia and one of the few salad bars in town. This is an excellent stop for a young crowd or for families. Dinner menu items include steak, stir fry, barbecue, seafood, and freshly baked breads and desserts. The Moose also offers a sophisticated wine list.

The restaurant is open nightly for dinner. Featuring live music and one of the best après-ski scenes in town, the Saloon is open daily for lunch and dinner.

NORA’S FISH CREEK INN
5600 Highway 22, Wilson

A favorite of both locals and tourists, Nora’s serves up just about every breakfast specialty imaginable. You can sit at the bar or at one of the cozy tables and take it all in. Come early if you don’t want to wait in a line that typically forms outside the building by 9:00 AM.

Open daily for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
OLD YELLOWSTONE GARAGE
3275 West Village Drive, Teton Village

A Jackson Hole institution since it arrived in 2000, Old Yellowstone Garage continues to serve Italian comfort food with a modern twist from its new Caldera House location. Chef Paulie O’Connor, who took the reins in 2014, carries the OYG torch with a menu of traditional Italian cuisine and pizzas.

Open daily for lunch and dinner from 11:30 AM to 10:00 PM.

OSTERIA CAFÉ
3335 Village Drive, Teton Village

A casual spot for coffee, breakfast and lunch, The Café serves largely Italian-inspired grab and go selections in a relaxing atmosphere. Whether you’re in the mood for an Americano or a slice of pizza and a beer, this comfortable destination offers something for everyone.

Open daily for breakfast and lunch from 7:30 AM to 4:30 PM.

PEARL STREET BAGELS
5674 Wyoming 22, Wilson

This is the local favorite for a delicious bagel. They serve nine different types of freshly baked bagels and about twice as many toppings and fillings. Fish Creek slips by the back door of the Wilson location, and the picnic tables are a wonderful place to quietly enjoy your morning coffee.

Open daily from 6:30 AM to 6:00 PM.

PERSEPHONE BAKERY
3445 North Pines Way, Wilson

Persephone Bakery offers artisanal breads and pastries using high quality ingredients. Persephone bakery also has a café that serves breakfast and lunch. Croque Madame is a breakfast favorite, and you can’t go wrong with truffled Prosciutto for lunch. A selection of their breads and pastries may also be purchased at Jackson Whole Grocer, Aspens Market, Albertsons, Lucky’s and Smith’s.

Monday through Saturday from 7 AM to 6 PM, and Sunday, 7 AM to 5 PM.
PISTE MOUNTAIN BISTRO
3395 Cody Lane, Teton Village
Located at the summit of Bridger Gondola, Piste is the newest food and beverage addition at Jackson Hole Mountain Resort. Offering a variety of shared plates and ‘for yourself’ menu items, Piste has something for everyone. Enjoy the amazing views from 9095 feet while enjoying lunch, dinner or a drink at the full bar. Executive Chef Wes Hamilton adheres to a sustainable policy, promising many of his ingredients come from a 250-mile radius to ensure fresh and natural flavors and to source superior products from local purveyors.

Open seasonally. During the summer, enjoy drinks and appetizers on the deck, starting at 4:30 PM.

RMO CAFE
3295 Village Drive, Teton Village
Located downstairs from the Mangy Moose Saloon, RMO Taqueria is the perfect spot for a quick bite before getting back on the slopes! Breakfast options include breakfast burritos, tamales, eggs, pancakes, and French toast, while lunch offers a wide variety of Mexican fare as well as burgers, pizza, sandwiches, salads, and soups. Everything is made to order.

Open daily for breakfast and lunch.

RPK 3
3275 Village Drive, Teton Village
RPK 3 is the newest slope-side dining establishment in Teton Village. Conveniently located adjacent to the Tram, RPK 3 is a kitchen and bar offering fast casual lunch, fun après scene and everything in-between. With a menu that will satisfy each type of skier and rider, there is a mix of healthy, comfort food and hot and cold beverages for mountainous appetites. Find a friend or two and post up at RPK 3 to keep your body fueled-up for all the epic days on the slopes.

Open daily for lunch and dinner.
TETON VILLAGE AND WESTBANK

SOUTHCABLE CAFÉ
Open for breakfast and lunch, Southcable is the perfect spot to fuel up before or during an active day in town. Its location right next to the Jackson Hole Aerial Tram makes it undeniably convenient for days spent on the slopes. There’s pizza, beer, and—not to play favorites—but you won’t find a better breakfast burrito in the Village.

Open daily for breakfast and lunch from 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

SPUR RESTAURANT & BAR
3385 Cody Lane, Teton Village
Located inside Teton Mountain Lodge and Spa, Spur Restaurant and Bar is an easy, ski-in/ski-out or destination restaurant. Executive Chef Kevin Humphreys has created a mouthwatering menu of creative dinner favorites such as Smoked Pheasant Raviolis, Corn Crusted Idaho Trout, Zonker Stout Braised Buffalo Short Ribs, and Goat Cheese Polenta Cakes. All menu selections are complimented with regionally produced, organic produce and creative interpretations of classic favorites. During winter, Spur Restaurant and Bar offers a lively après ski atmosphere. While you’re there, be sure to try the 307 Fries or Spicy Blood Orange Margaritas. During summer, dine outside on their patio that overlooks the surrounding area.

Open daily for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Restaurant closes seasonally.

STREETFOOD AT THE STAGECOACH
5755 West Highway 22, Wilson
Located in the historic Stagecoach Bar, Streetfood at The Stagecoach is all about house made global favorites. At their first restaurant, Marcos Hernandez and Amelia Hatchard aim to bring the everyday food of cultures from around the world to one spot in the Wilson community. The menu features starters like Korean BBQ Wings and Curried Chicken Satays as well as sandwiches like the Cuban and House-made Basil Falafel.

Open daily from 11 AM to 9 PM.
TETON VILLAGE AND WESTBANK

SUDACHI
3465 North Pines Way, Wilson
Sudachi offers an intimate atmosphere featuring New Japanese cuisine. Rarely, if ever, have we found sushi comparable in quality to what you’ll enjoy at this innovative restaurant. The seasonal menu includes tuna carpaccio, citrus pepper salmon, Kobe beef strip loin, and sushi. A full bar, excellent wine, and Japanese sake selection complement the extensive dinner menu. Be sure to make reservations at this restaurant, and please note their 24-hour cancellation policy.

Open nightly for dinner.

TETON PINES
3450 North Clubhouse Drive, Wilson
Beautiful views combined with a country club setting and cuisine make Teton Pines a wonderful place to meet after a round of golf or a day on the cross-country ski trails. The Pines is an excellent choice for lunch or a romantic, fireside dinner with lovely piano accompaniment in the winter. Reservations are recommended.

Open Monday through Friday for lunch; dinner availability varies seasonally.

TETON THAI
7342 Granite Loop Road, Teton Village
This restaurant features delicious, authentic, Thai food in a cheerful, buzzing atmosphere. Enjoy a variety of exotic dishes from pad gar pow to Muslim-style, masaman curry, all made from family recipes. Teton Thai does not take reservations, but if you aren’t in the mood to wait, Teton Thai makes for great takeout.

Open daily for lunch and dinner. Teton Thai also has a location in Driggs, Idaho.
TETON VILLAGE AND WESTBANK

WESTBANK GRILL
7680 Granite Loop Road, Teton Village

Uniquely situated on the slopes of the Jackson Hole Mountain Resort, within the Four Seasons Hotel, Westbank Grill pairs distinctive flavors with the casual elegance of the new American West. Using seasonal, local ingredients, the acclaimed chef creates inspired menus for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Westbank Grill's large, stone fireplace, dynamic, open kitchen, stunning views of Rendezvous Mountain, and impeccable food combine to create a truly enjoyable dining experience. Renovated in the winter 2018. Reservations are recommended for dinner.

Open daily for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Availability varies seasonally
JACKSON RESTAURANTS

BAPP
340 West Broadway Avenue, Jackson

Bapp, in Korean, refers to a Korean-style cooked rice. As the name suggests, a lot of the menu items at Bapp include this style of rice, like the ahi tuna bapp and the rice bowl with your choice of chicken, beef, spicy pork, spicy tuna or tofu. The fried noodles are also very popular. We also recommend the fried pot stickers. Of course, for the less adventurous eater, a few classic dishes include a ham and cheddar melt, Bapp Burger and B.L.T.

Open for brunch Monday-Saturday from 11 a.m.-3 p.m., and for dinner from 5-9 p.m.

BAR T 5
812 Cache Creek Drive, Jackson

Experience the true meaning of western hospitality as you travel by horse drawn covered wagons to a camp in beautiful Cache Creek Canyon where you will enjoy a savory, home cooked meal. Following dinner, the Bar T 5 band takes the stage to entertain you with laughter and music. Round off the evening with a wagon ride back to Jackson at sunset.

Open mid-May through the end of September

BIG HOLE BBQ
325 West Pearl Avenue, Jackson

Big Hole BBQ has been a staple and favorite of valley residence since 2011 with their location in Victor, Idaho drawing people over Teton Pass just to enjoy their delicious pulled pork. Now with a location just blocks from Town Square and expanded menu, Big Hole BBQ is quickly becoming a favorite for locals and visitors alike. Be sure to try the pastrami, it takes 17 days to make from scratch. Other menu favorites include the cole slaw and mac and cheese.

Open daily for lunch and dinner.
JACKSON RESTAURANTS

BIN 22
200 West Broadway Avenue, Jackson
Bin 22 offers a diverse selection of wine, beer, and spirits. Grab a bottle of wine from their wine shop; take it with you to the bar, table, or outdoor deck, and pay no corkage fee! The food at Bin 22 is tapas-style, so come prepared to share. Great for lunch, happy hour, and dinner!

Open Monday through Saturday for lunch and dinner; open Sunday for dinner.

THE BIRD
4125 South Highway 89, Jackson
A local’s favorite, many argue that The Bird has the best burger in town. With 20 different burgers on the menu, it’s hard to go wrong! In the winter, head to The Bird for Tuesday’s Wing Night and Schnitzel Night on Thursdays. Enjoy Sunday brunch with bottomless Bloody Mary’s and mimosas. Service is casual at this popular joint, so be prepared to kick back and enjoy your burger while watching the sunset on their outdoor deck.

The Bird does not take reservations and is a self-seating establishment.

Open nightly for dinner; open Sunday at 11:30AM for brunch and dinner.

THE BLUE LION
160 North Millward Street, Jackson
Located in a historic downtown home, The Blue Lion has been a popular, local’s favorite since 1978. Renowned for their rack of lamb, The Blue Lion has a wide range of succulent dishes that include fish, elk, poultry, and vegetarian specials. Be sure to save room for dessert! Reservations are recommended.

Open nightly for dinner from 5:30 PM to 9:00 PM

BUBBA’S BARBECUE
100 Flat Creek Drive, Jackson
This local standby is great for families. Try the baby back ribs, or keep it light and enjoy the plentiful salad bar. Either way you’re sure to come away fully satiated. Don’t miss Bubba’s hearty breakfast.

Reservations are not accepted, so be prepared to wait during the breakfast rush.

Open daily for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
THE BUNNERY
130 North Cache Street, Jackson
The Bunnery is famous for their hearty breakfasts and baked goods. They have wonderful, fresh pastries that you can pick up for picnics, including some of the largest, stickiest, and sweetest caramel rolls you’ve ever had.

*Open daily for breakfast and lunch. Dinner served nightly during summer months.*

CAFÉ GENEVIEVE
135 East Broadway Avenue, Jackson
Just off the town square, Café Genevieve serves inspired, home-cooked classics in a historic log cabin or outside on their deck. Be sure to try their fried chicken and waffles, Cajun benedict, or delicious pig candy.

*Café Genevieve offers brunch daily from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM, running straight into the earliest happy hour in town. Open nightly for dinner.*

COCOLOVE
55 North Glenwood Street, Jackson
Located one block west of Town Square, Coco Love is a European-style chocolate, pastry, and gelato boutique, as well as an espresso café. The menu comes from Oscar Ortega, a creative and internationally acclaimed, master chocolatier. Oscar was rated as one of the top-ten pastry chefs in American by Dessert Professional Magazine in 2011.

*Open daily from 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM.*

CUTTY’S BAR AND GRILL
1140 West Highway 22, Jackson
Cutty’s is well-known for their famous Philly cheesesteaks, authentic pizza, beer specials and craft cocktails. Cutty’s has a spacious deck for the summer months and lawn games to boot!

*Open daily from 11:30 AM to 9:30 PM.*
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DOWN ON GLEN (D.O.G.)
25 South Glenwood Street, Jackson
To fuel up before a long day of skiing or hiking, D.O.G. is the place to go! Their delicious burritos are filling enough to last all day long. D.O.G. has other breakfast options as well. We recommend calling ahead, as there is sure to be a line. Most orders are to-go, but there are a few small, outdoor tables that are great during the summer months. Consider yourself warned: this busy spot is not a good place to request special orders!

E.LEAVEN
175 Center Street, Jackson
E.leaven’s menu showcases all-day breakfast, freshly baked breads, homemade soups, market-fresh salads, and gourmet sandwiches. Finish your E.leaven dining experience with a fresh cup of coffee and one of their sweet treats. Be sure to try what has been described as the best corned beef hash and eggs this side of New York City.

Open daily year round for breakfast and lunch. Open for dinner May – September.

EL ABUELITO
385 West Broadway Avenue, Jackson
El Abuelito is one of Jackson Hole’s authentic Mexican restaurants, with a menu composed of Mexican favorites from carne asada to chili relleños and, of course, fajitas. Since they are home to the original jumbo margarita, you’d better try one while you’re there!

Open daily for lunch and dinner from 10:00 AM to 11:00 PM.

EVEREST MOMO SHACK
245 West Pearl Avenue, Jackson
Serving Napali dishes, Thai food, and special recipes from the Sherpa family and head chef, Momo Shack is a local favorite. The namesake momos, a Napali version of the scrumptious Chinese dumpling, are chewy bundles of goodness, served with a savory sauce. Succulent curries and chicken tikka masala round out the Pan-Indian menu.

Open daily for lunch from 11:30 AM to 2:30 PM, and dinner beginning at 5:00 PM
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FIGS
120 North Glenwood, Jackson
Located at Hotel Jackson, Figs is a Mediterranean inspired Wyoming fare restaurant that honors the rich history of hospitality and offers a fusion of flavors and locally sourced ingredients. Enjoy their open kitchen design and watch their culinary team create inspired food.

Open daily for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

GATHER
72 South Glenwood Street, Jackson
At Gather, Executive Chef Rich Hammons serves up a variety of international comfort food with a fusion twist. For starters try the Brussel Sprouts and Steamed Pork Buns. Don’t forget about dessert, the beignons are a local favorite! The menu also features a long list of creative cocktails, spirits, wine, and beer.

Open Monday – Friday for lunch and nightly for dinner.

GLORIETTA TRATTORIA
242 North Glenwood, Jackson
An Italian Trattoria where the focus is handmade pasta and wood-fired cooking with expertly crafted cocktails and a value-oriented cellar of incredible Italian wines. The design reflects a menu that is expertly prepared without being fussy or pedantic. When possible, the menu folds in local ingredients to create curiously delicious meals all while paying homage to Italy.

Open nightly for dinner.

THE GUN BARREL
862 West Broadway Avenue, Jackson
Indulge in some of the valley’s finest steak and game, all slow-cooked over an open, river-rock, mesquite grill. Sample from an extensive list of wine, beer, and spirits in a rustic lodge atmosphere with an extraordinary collection of mounts and western memorabilia.

Open nightly for dinner.
JACKSON RESTAURANTS

HÄAGEN-DAZS
90 East Broadway Avenue, Jackson
Craving a frosty treat on a sunny day or a warming espresso on a snowy one? Häagen-Dazs is a great spot for a pit stop. From delectable, all-natural ice creams to every variety of smoothie, sundae and shake under the sun, no one's sweet tooth goes unsatisfied.

_Open daily on the southeast corner of Town Square._

HATCH TAQUERIA AND TEQUILAS
120 West Broadway Avenue, Jackson
Just a stone's throw from Town Square, Hatch Taqueria and Tequilas serves up fresh Mexican fare paired with Jackson's largest selection of Tequilas and Mezcals. The menu features six varieties of fresh tacos, chile rellenos, enchiladas, soups, salads, and much more! Enjoy your dinner in the lively, comfortable atmosphere of Hatch.

_Open daily for breakfast, lunch and dinner, from 8:00 AM to 10:00 PM._

HEALTHY BEING JUICERY
165 East Broadway, Jackson
If you are coming to Jackson to rejuvenate your mind, body, and spirit, Healthy Being Juicery may be a great spot for you. They have a wide variety of raw, organic, and cold pressed juices, as well as raw, sprouted nut milk tonics and food, all containing organic ingredients. In addition, they offer nutrition coaching as well as fitness outings and classes.

_Open Monday through Saturday 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM._

JACKSON DRUG
15 East Deloney Avenue, Jackson
For nearly 100 years the Jackson Drug and Original Soda Fountain has held a special place in the hearts of locals and tourists alike. The Jackson Drug recently reopened in the summer of 2018 with a full-service kitchen and sundries shop. They serve the classic Soda Fountain fare of milkshakes, malts, and sundaes while also serving up hot dogs, pretzels, burgers, and grilled cheese. Conveniently located on the northwest corner of Town Square.

_Open daily for lunch and dinner from 11:30 AM to 10:00 PM._
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KING SUSHI
75 King Street, Jackson
Nestled in a cabin on King Street, King Sushi is one of Jackson's newest restaurants which has quickly become a local favorite. Excellent sushi made with high-grade fish with a visually stunning presentation is served alongside Japanese style street food such as noodle & rice bowls. Don't miss happy hour with sashimi, rolls, and drinks.

Open for dinner Tuesday through Sunday at 4:30 PM.

THE KITCHEN
155 North Glenwood, Jackson
The Kitchen offers modern American cuisine, an extensive wine list, and creative, fresh cocktails. Located just one block off Town Square, The Kitchen boasts a beautiful, outdoor deck in the summer, but the ambiance inside is just as lovely! Try a shared plate of their famous luxury shrimp, braised pork nachos, or fresh seafood from their crudo bar. Be sure to save room for dessert; their cast-iron skillet cookies will be an instant favorite!

Open nightly for dinner at 5:30 PM.

LOCAL RESTAURANT & BAR
55 North Cache Street, Jackson
Local is a contemporary take on the Jackson Hole steakhouse, located directly on Town Square. The menu features both classic and specialty cuts of locally ranched meats and game, alongside fresh seafood, delicious house-ground burgers, and seasonally-inspired food. The bar at Local is casual and vibrant, with twelve beers on tap and a list of delicious and inventive house cocktails (all of which are half-off during happy hour). Whether you are looking for a nice lunch while wandering around downtown or a delicious dinner while watching the action of Town Square, Local is the place to be!

Open Monday through Saturday for lunch and dinner from 11:30 AM to 9:00 PM and dinner only on Sunday from 5:00 PM to 10:00 PM.
MERRY PIGLETS
160 North Cache Street, Jackson
Just off the Town Square, Merry Piglets offers delicious, Mexican fare at great prices. Everything on the menu is made from scratch using fresh ingredients, and all meals are cooked to order. Meats are pasture-raised and hormone-free, and the fish is line-caught. The delicious margarita options will make you glad you stopped in!

Open daily for lunch and dinner from 11:30 AM to 9:00 PM

MILLION DOLLAR COWBOY STEAKHOUSE
25 North Cache Street, Jackson
Located downstairs from the famous Million Dollar Cowboy Bar in one of the oldest buildings in Jackson Hole, the Million Dollar Cowboy Steakhouse has a cozy atmosphere, and its walls are adorned with an amazing collection of memorabilia and western art revolving around cowboy heritage. Their specialty is serving mouthwatering steak, rare game, fresh fish, and side dishes purveyed from the world’s best sources.

Open nightly for dinner from 5:30 PM to 10:00 PM.

MOE’S ORIGINAL BAR B QUE
140 North Cache Street, Jackson
The owners of Pinky G’s bring Moe’s Original Bar B Que’s Alabama-style BBQ and Southern fixin’s prepared fresh daily to Jackson Hole. With a kitchen that stays open late, the award-winning restaurant features a Southern soul food revival that fits any budget. While the setting is family-friendly, there is a full premium bar offering a lively bar scene complete with HDTVs for sports fans, music, and shuffle board.

Open daily from 11:00 AM to 10:00 PM.

MOO’S GOURMET ICE CREAM
110 Center Street, Jackson
Located on Town Square, Moo’s Ice Cream is a family-run ice cream shop that serves decadent ice cream, sorbets & Nathan’s Famous Hot Dogs. Other treats include Belgian truffles, confections, & pastries.
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NOODLE KITCHEN
945 West Broadway Avenue, Jackson
From lettuce wraps to calamari, sweet and sour salmon to noodle bowls, Noodle Kitchen has all the dishes to satisfy your craving for Asian fare. Swing by for half price drinks during happy hour drinks from 5:30 PM – 6:30 PM.

Open for lunch and dinner Monday through Saturday starting at 11:30 AM.

NORTH GRILLE
5000 Spring Gulch Road, Jackson
Enjoy beautiful views of the Teton Range from inside or out on the North Grille’s patio or through their panoramic windows. Chef Rich McLaughlin’s cuisine combines creative interpretations of traditional bistro fare with a regional flavor featuring hand-tossed pizza, beef, wild game, and seafood. North Grille is casual, Jackson Hole dining at its finest.

Hours of operation vary by season.

ORSETTO
161 North Center Street, Jackson
From the owners of Café Genevieve comes Orsetto, Italian American Classics served in the heart of the Rockies. From Osso Buco to Chicken Parmesan and New York Strip, they have all the dishes you would expect plus so much more. Seating is limited so be sure to make a reservation.

Open daily for dinner.

PEARL STREET BAGELS
145 West Pearl Avenue, Jackson; 5674 Wyoming 22, Wilson
This is the local favorite for a delicious bagel. They serve nine different types of freshly baked bagels and about twice as many toppings and fillings. If you’re headed to the Jackson location, be sure to stop in The Clear Creek Group’s office right across the street!

Open daily from 6:30 AM to 6:00 PM.
PERSEPHONE BAKERY
145 East Broadway, Jackson

Persephone Bakery offers artisanal breads and pastries using high quality ingredients. Persephone bakery also has a café that serves breakfast and lunch. Croque Madame is a breakfast favorite, and you can’t go wrong with truffled Prosciutto for lunch. A selection of their breads and pastries may also be purchased at Jackson Whole Grocer, Aspens Market, Albertsons, Lucky’s and Smith’s.

Monday through Saturday from 7 AM to 6 PM, and Sunday, 7 AM to 5 PM.

THE POENIX AND THE DRAGON

145 Glenwood Street, Jackson

Representing the harmonious balance of flavors in Asian cuisine, The Phoenix and the Dragon celebrates traditional Chinese flavors with nourishing variations. Dairy-free, gluten-free, and vegan options abound, as well as comfort-food favorites such as lumpia, poke bowls, and sir-fried noodles. Enjoy savory broths, seasonal vegetables, and rich sauces with a glass of their signature “natural” wine.

Open Tuesday - Saturday for lunch and dinner. No reservations / walk-ins only

PICA’S
1160 Alpine Lane, Jackson

Pica’s has been voted “Best Mexican Restaurant” in Jackson as well as “Best Place to Get a Margarita.” It is a huge hit with locals and tourists who need to satiate their Mexican cravings. Pica’s has a selection of burritos, tacos, innovative salads, homemade salsa, tortillas, and more. Wash any of these down with a healthy drink from their fresh juice bar or a homemade margarita.

Open daily for lunch and dinner from 11:00 AM to 9:30 PM.
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PICNIC
1110 Maple Way - Suite B, Jackson
Call Picnic Persephone’s little sister, if you will; this café is anything but little. Inspired by the magical feelings and moments shared by friends and families while at a picnic, this while quickly become your new favor meeting spot for coffee, sandwiches, and pastries alike.
Picnic: a noun, a state of mind, and now, a new café.
Open weekdays from 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM and weekends from 7:00 AM to 3:00 PM

PINKY G’S PIZZERIA
50 West Broadway Avenue, Jackson
This New York-style pizzeria has been voted “Best Pizza in Jackson Hole” by locals and is perfect for lunch, dinner, or late night. Try their Abe Forman pizza with spiced Italian sausage, buffalo mozzarella, and fresh, chopped basil. Unlike many spots in Jackson, you can buy pizza by the slice or by the pie. Pinky G’s also has great salads and sandwiches, like the Porky G, a southern-style pulled pork sandwich.
Open daily for lunch, dinner, and late night starting at 11:00 AM.

PIZZERIA CALDERA
20 West Broadway Avenue, Jackson
Pizzeria Caldera focuses on making the best Napolitano-style pizza in the greater Yellowstone area using their stone-hearth and wood-fired ovens. Eat it by the slice or the pie, inside or on their upstairs outdoor deck. They take reservations for parties of six or more, but the deck is first come, first served
Open daily for lunch and dinner from 11:00 AM to 9:00 PM.
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RENDEZVOUS BISTRO
380 South Broadway Avenue, Jackson

“The Bistro” offers a fun and lively atmosphere paired with knowledgeable service and delicious entrees. The cuisine is a creative take on classic bistro fare, and the wide variety of menu items is sure to satisfy everyone in your group. Favorites include lamb tartare served with hand-cut potato chips, tuna Carpaccio, Scotch egg benedict, or a sampling from their delicious oyster bar. This restaurant is extremely popular with locals and tourists alike, so be sure to make a reservation.

Open nightly for dinner from 5:30 PM to 9:00 PM.

THE ROSE
50 West Broadway, Jackson

Initially founded as a cocktail bar, the Rose took an integrated step with the introduction of Chef Rene Stein. The Sub Rosa Chef’s Dinner served on Wednesday, is offered by reservation only. Try a tasting menu or select from the evolving menu, featuring locally-inspired dishes, exquisitely prepared.

Open Thursday – Saturday for dinner with their fantastic cocktails available nightly. Located adjacent to the Pink Garter Theatre.

SMOKIN’ IRON
120 North Glenwood, Jackson

Located on the Deck of Hotel Jackson, Smokin’ Iron is an authentic Texas BBQ restaurant. Their menu features quintessential items such as ribs, brisket, & chicken along with signature salads & homemade potato chips. Thirsty, try out a beer or sangria flight.

Open daily for lunch and dinner from approximately Memorial Day to Labor Day.
SUDA IZAKAYA
140 North Cache Street, Suite B, Jackson

The Izakaya atmosphere is an interactive, lively Japanese style bistro offering small plates and shareable dishes. Like its sister restaurant, Sudachi, the simplicity and delicacy of food at Suda is showcased not just in the final dish but in the culinary journey of the ingredients. Highlights include katsu (breaded, fried items), kushi-yaki (skewered meats and veggies), yaki-mono (grilled dishes), ramen (noodle bowls), and sashimi.

Open Monday through Saturday for dinner from 5:00 PM to 10:00 PM.

SAN JUAN RESTAURANT
65 South Glenwood Street, Jackson

San Juan offer authentic Mexican food. With a newly remodeled interior, San Juan has a large, comfortable indoor dining room, as well as outdoor tables for use in the summertime. Locals love this place for convenient Mexican take-out, and rave about the homemade salsa. Try the burritos or enchilada platter.

Open Monday through Saturday from 10:00 AM to 9:00 PM.

SIDEWINDERS AMERICAN GRILL AND TAVERN
945 West Broadway, Jackson

Sidewinders combines the fun atmosphere of a sports bar with a family-friendly restaurant serving delicious comfort food. With a game room for kids, 40 televisions for sports fans, and a wide array of menu items, Sidewinders has something for everyone. The bar has 30 beers on tap, and the grill offers 13 burgers, which can be made with Angus beef, turkey, or bison.

Open daily for lunch and dinner from 11:30 AM to 11:00 PM.

SMOKIN’ IRON
120 North Glenwood, Jackson

Located on the Deck of Hotel Jackson, Smokin’ Iron is an authentic Texas BBQ restaurant. Their menu features quintessential items such as ribs, brisket, and chicken along with signature salads and homemade potato chips. Thirsty, try out a beer or sangria flight.

Open daily for lunch and dinner from approximately Memorial Day to Labor Day.
JACKSON RESTAURANTS

SNAKE RIVER BREW PUB
265 South Millward Street, Jackson

“The Pub” is a classic, Jackson establishment, featuring a variety of handcrafted beers and a menu that includes sandwiches, pasta, salads, and wood-fired pizza, all prepared with a creative flair. Can’t decide on just one beer? Try their sample tray, which has five-ounce samples of all eight beers on tap. The Pub is a working brewery with a strong local following, so expect to see locals mingling in the parking lot during the summer months or lounging inside on the “male rail” when it’s cooler out. No children are allowed in the downstairs, bar section of the restaurant, but the entire second floor is family-friendly, as well as both of their decks. Seating is on a first-come, first-served basis.

Open daily for lunch and dinner from 11:00 AM to 11:00 PM with happy hour from 4:00PM to 6:00PM.

SNAKE RIVER GRILL
84 East Broadway Avenue, Jackson

Located on the south side of the Town Square, Snake River Grill exudes warm, rustic elegance. Whether sitting in the intimate bar with over 300 wines and a signature cocktail list, on the deck in the summertime, or by the roaring fire in the dining room, Snake River Grill is a must. They serve delicious, local fish, free-range chicken, assorted game dishes, prime steak, pastas and salads with organic, seasonal produce. Be sure to save room for their famous Eskimo Bars for dessert! Our favorite place to dine is at the bar – it’s both elegant and welcoming! Reservations are highly recommended.

Open nightly for dinner from 5:30 PM to 9:00 PM

STILLWEST BREWERY & GRILL
45 East Snow King Avenue, Jackson

Experience StillWest Brewery at the base of Snow King Mountain after your outdoor adventures. New brewery is dedicated to fresh flavors, inspired by beer-centric chefs and bartenders. Try their flavorful Saturday lunch with sandwiches and salads, inventive bar bites for sharing, and creative entrees that represent seasonal, Western bounty. Menus are crafted with fresh, local produce, meats and cheeses from Teton area purveyors, and beer brewed right in Jackson.

Open Tuesday through Sunday; hours vary per day.
TETON TIGER
165 North Center Street, Jackson
Chef Sununta Haworth and her team of chefs strive to give guests a culinary experience unlike anything else in Jackson Hole. Featuring crowd favorites like crispy pappadom and garlicky naan baskets, Teton Tiger also broadens beyond what’s expected of it. Kimchi noodle soup, bison pho, and panang curry with seared ahi or pork belly dot the menu, filling in gaps between classics such as lamb vindaloo and chicken tikka masala. Whether you just stop by for a drink during happy hour or a meal with friends, you won’t be disappointed.

Open Tuesday through Friday for lunch and Tuesday through Saturday for dinner; hours vary per day.

THAI ME UP RESTAURANT AND BREWERY
75 East Pearl Avenue, Jackson
Thai Me Up is a working microbrewery with a food menu featuring items from all regions of Thailand. Eat in the dining room or seat yourself at one of their high-topped bar tables. Be aware that these tables are communal, so you may be sharing the table with some other diners. The bar scene is vibrant and gives you access to their bar menu, which includes discounted curry of the day, Thai wings, or their delicious Thai burger. Not in the mood for a beer? Try their Thaigarita or a flaming, 45-ounce Bamboozled.

Open nightly for dinner from 5:00 PM to 11:00 PM.

THE RESTAURANT AT THE WHITE BUFFALO CLUB
160 West Gill Avenue, Jackson
This subterranean speakeasy atmosphere at The White Buffalo Club allows for a discrete and cozy glass of wine while nestled in one of the popular corner booths. Sixteen dining tables surround a luminescent bar where you may whet your whistle with anything from a locally brewed cold beer to an excellently executed whiskey sour. The White Buffalo Club also boasts 1,100 bottles of vintage wines, top two percent USDA Prime steaks and progressively prepared salads, seafood and family-style sides. The USDA Prime steaks are 28-day wet-aged and butchered in-house, and dry-aged steak specials appear frequently.

Open nightly for dinner from 5:00 PM to 9:00 PM.
TRIO AMERICAN BISTRO
45 South Glenwood Street, Jackson

Open since 2005, Trio is owned and operated by two local chefs with a penchant for innovation. The atmosphere at Trio is lively and inviting, and the food is fantastic. Trio serves delicious pizzas out of their wood-fired oven, as well as a wide range of unique dishes like the seared scallops served with squid ink infused gnocchi and a truffle sweat pea puree. Reservations are a must, but if you find yourself hungry while wandering around Jackson, try to grab a seat at their bar where you can watch the food being created in their bustling kitchen.

Open nightly for dinner from 5:30 PM to 9:00 PM.

THE WORT HOTEL
50 North Glenwood Street, Jackson

The Wort Hotel offers a variety of tastes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, drinks, & just about anything in between, at their two dining establishments listed, below:

THE WORT’S SILVER DOLLAR BAR
Take a step back in time at this famous bar known for its 2,032 inlaid silver dollars and its true western atmosphere. Silver Dollar Bar is adorned with striking, original, oil paintings from famous western artist, Ray McCarty. Silver Dollar Bar features live entertainment most weekends and is enjoyed by locals, tourists, cowboys, and ranchers alike.

Open daily for lunch and dinner from 11:00 AM to midnight.

THE WORT’S SILVER DOLLAR GRILL
Highlighted with original western artwork and a refurbished original Wort Hotel Roulette wheel, eating at The Silver Dollar Grill is more than just a fabulous meal, it is an experience. Diners enjoy deliciously prepared game and regional fare, as well as classic dishes.

Open daily for breakfast, lunch, and dinner from 7:00 AM to 9:00 PM.
OTHER VALLEY RESTAURANTS

DORNAN’S RESTAURANT AND CHUCKWAGON
105 Moose Meadow Lane, Moose

For 60 years Dornan’s Chuckwagon has been a landmark for travelers looking for a hot meal en-route to Grand Teton and Yellowstone National Parks. On Monday nights, stop by Dornan’s famous Hootenanny: an open-mic night of acoustic music by local musicians. Held inside during the winter months and outside in the summer, you will get to hear some amazing talent here!

Open through the summer.

THE GRANARY RESTAURANT
1800 West Spirit Dance Road, Jackson

Resting more than 780 feet above the valley floor on East Gros Ventre Butte, The Granary has one of the most dramatic views in the area. Serving a wide variety of cuisine, including game, fish, and tempting pastas, you will find this restaurant to be a wonderful spot for sunset cocktails or dinner. The lively bar, with its wide-open views, offers entertainment most nights.

Open for breakfast, lunch, and dinner seasonally.

THE GRILL AT AMANGANI
1535 North East Butte Road, Jackson

Perched on East Gros Ventre Butte, Amangani is an exquisite resort that blends Western and Asian architecture with utmost elegance. The Grill specializes in local, sustainable, ranch meats, fresh fish, and seasonal farm-to-table produce. Only a ten minute drive from downtown Jackson, diners enjoy sweeping views of the valley. During the summer, dine on Amangani’s outdoor “sala,” a private dining pavilion with your own personal server.

Reservations are recommended and the attire is resort casual.

Open daily for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
OTHER VALLEY RESTAURANTS

JENNY LAKE LODGE
Jenny Lake Road, Moose

Sit back and relax in a rocking chair on the front porch of this historic lodge, just off the Jenny Lake Loop Drive. Jenny Lake Lodge offers elegant breakfasts and a la carte lunches, but they are known for their outstanding dinner menu. Chef Josh Conrad along with his talented culinary team has assembled an exquisite menu that is accompanied by a fabulous wine list. This is one of the only restaurants in the area that requires jackets during dinner service.

Open in the summer, and reservations are required for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

LEEKS MARINA & PIZZERIA
1 Inner Park Road, Moran

Leeks Marina is a must if in Grand Teton National park, and it’s worth the drive if some powerful scenery and pizza are on the menu of activities for the day. You can bet your kids will love this place as well. You might want to be sure you have a towel on-hand as the water is just right for a dip!

Open daily for lunch and dinner during the summer.

MOOSE CHUCKWAGON AT DORNAN’S
105 Moose Meadow Lane, Moose

Chuckwagon diners eat outside while taking in the breathtaking views of the Teton Range, the Snake River, and Menor’s Ferry Historic District. The Moose Chuckwagon offers all-you-can-eat dinners served over a wood fire in Dutch ovens. If you can make it on a Monday enjoy, Dornan’s Hootenanny, the country’s longest running open-mic night.

PALETTE
2820 Rungius Road, Jackson

Located within the National Museum of Wildlife Art, Rising Sage Café boasts a wide selection of soups, sandwiches, and salads. Make this your lunch stop during a day at the museum, or stop by just to eat – the food is worth the drive!
OTHER AREA RESTAURANTS

BUTTER CAFÉ
57 South Main Street, Victor, Idaho

Butter serves mouth-watering traditional breakfast, fresh gourmet coffee, and lunch specials including chicken cordon bleu pot pie, bacon and beer chili, and their buttery steak sandwich. Dinner is available with noodle ramen Thursdays, fresh pasta Fridays, and steak specials on Saturdays.

Open Monday through Friday for breakfast and lunch and dinner Thursday through Saturday.

KNOTTY PINE SUPPER CLUB
58 South Main Street, Victor, Idaho

If you are hungry for some house-smoked meats and a laid back atmosphere, Knotty Pine is the place to go. Be sure to try their house-smoked chicken wings, slow-smoked pulled-pork, and their delicious macaroni and cheese. The friendly bartenders squeeze fresh juice for your greyhound or screwdriver, making it a delicious additive to your hearty meal. Don’t forget to check out their live music options throughout the year.

Open for lunch and dinner daily.

SCRATCH RESTAURANT
185 West Center Street, Victor, Idaho

A perfect spot for a home-style breakfast, lunch, or dinner if you’ve ventured to the other side of Teton Pass. We recommend grabbing a seat at the bar; this makes a perfect vantage point to watch as the chef whips up your Denver omelet for breakfast or blackened catfish for dinner. As the name suggests, everything is made-to-order from scratch. Service can be slow, but the food is always worth the wait!

Hours vary seasonally.
OTHER AREA RESTAURANTS

THE WARBIRDS CAFÉ
675 Airport Road, Driggs, Idaho

Worth the 45-minute drive, the food at The Warbirds Café is excellent, and the setting is unique. Their contemporary menu combines ethnic and continental cuisine techniques, enhanced by daily specials and occasional live music. The Warbirds Café’s outdoor patio and window-banked dining room are parallel to the taxiway, where an impressive array of private planes arrives and departs throughout the day.

Open daily for lunch; open Tuesday through Saturday for dinner.

WILDLIFE BREWERING COMPANY
145 South Main Street; Victor, Idaho

This microbrewery and restaurant is the perfect stop on the way back from a day ride at Linn Canyon Ranch or skiing at Grand Targhee. Wildlife has great beer and pizza. (We recommend the Mighty Bison Brown Ale and Philly Cheesesteak Pizza.) At Wildlife Brewing you will find a full-service pub experience. There is outside seating, service (weather permitting), and games including bubble hockey, steel tip darts, shuffleboard, corn hole, and horseshoes.

Open nightly for dinner.
MARKETS

SWEET CHEEKS MEATS
185 Scott Lane, Jackson

Sweet Cheeks started by serving amazing breakfast sandwiches and selling select cuts of meat at the weekly summer Farmer’s Market. Now with a store front, this full-service butcher sells beef and pork from local and regional producers, as well as a selection of prepared items for breakfast, lunch and dinner. One of their goals is to utilize the whole animal, rather than just selling ribeye's, New York strips and pork chops. Head over to their website or Instagram to see their daily breakfast and lunch grab and go items.

Open Monday through Saturday, closed Sundays.
COFFEE AND TEA HOUSES

BREW HOUSE COFFEE
85 East Snow King Avenue, Jackson
Located below StillWest Brewery and across from Snow King Mountain, Brew House Coffee serves Cuvee coffee with syrups made in house plus an assortment of tea. They also serve fresh-squeezed juices, muffins, and grab and go breakfast sandwiches.
Open daily from 7:00 AM to 11:00 AM.

COCOLOVE
55 North Glenwood Street, Jackson
Enjoy a cup of coffee or, better yet, hot chocolate while you sample an assortment of delectable sweets from internationally acclaimed Master Chocolatier Oscar Ortega. At Cocolove the art of croissants, breads, crepes, gelatos, and, of course, chocolate is taken to the next level.
Open daily 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM.

COWBOY COFFEE
125 North Cache Street, Jackson
Founded in 1989, Cowboy Coffee has long been a Jackson-based coffee distributor specializing in roasts to keep you going throughout your Jackson adventures. In 2012, they opened a café serving their delicious coffee blends as well as pastries, Panini, salads, and soups.
Open daily from 6:30 AM to 8:00 PM.

JACKSON HOLE ROASTERS
50 West Broadway Avenue, Jackson
Jackson Hole Roasters prides itself on procuring, roasting, and serving the finest organic, fair trade, bird-friendly, specialty coffees. Located just off Town Square, the café has indoor and outdoor seating. They offer hearty pastries, sandwiches, soups, and desserts.
Open daily from 6:30 AM to 9:00 PM.
COFFEE AND TEA HOUSES

OSTERIA CAFÉ
3335 Village Drive, Teton Village
A casual spot for coffee, breakfast and lunch, The Café serves largely Italian-inspired grab and go selections in a relaxing atmosphere. Whether you’re in the mood for an Americano or a slice of pizza and a beer, this comfortable destination offers something for everyone.

Open seasonally.

PERSEPHONE BAKERY
145 East Broadway, Jackson and 3445 North Pines Way, Wilson
Persephone Bakery offers artisanal breads and pastries using high quality ingredients. Persephone bakery also has a café that serves breakfast and lunch. Croque Madame is a breakfast favorite, and you can’t go wrong with Truffled Prosciutto for lunch. A selection of their breads and pastries may also be purchased at Jackson Whole Grocer, Aspens Market, Albertsons, Lucky’s and Smith’s.

Monday through Saturday from 7 AM to 6 PM, and Sunday, 7 AM to 5 PM.

PICNIC
1110 Maple Way - Suite B, Jackson
Call Picnic Persephone’s little sister if you will, this café is anything but little. Inspired by the magical feelings and moments shared by friends and families while at a picnic, this while quickly become your new favor meeting spot for coffee, soup, salad, and pastries alike.

Picnic: a noun, a state of mind, and now, a new café.

Open weekdays from 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM and weekends from 7:00 AM to 3:00 PM.
PRIVATE CHEFS

ALILCIA BRIEGER / UNPROCESSED KITCHEN
unprocessedkitchen.com

Chef Alicia specializes in transforming traditional comfort food into nutritious offerings. Her team provides in-house chef services as well as custom meal preparation.

BISTRO CATERING
bistrocatering.net

Whether your event is an intimate gathering, professional function, continuing tradition, or once-in-a-lifetime celebration, let Bistro Catering join you in crafting an extraordinary experience.

ERIC WILSON
chefericwilson.com

Personal Chef Eric Wilson’s passion is to make healthy, delicious food, while providing a memorable dining experience. Wilson uses only healthy and natural ingredients. His selections include wild fish, free-range organic meat, and organic produce.

IN SEASON DINING
inseasonjh.com

It’s cold outside, the fire is crackling, fresh baked sourdough and aromatic cheese fondue waft through the room...you have arrived! Celebrate the beauty of slowing down, gathering with loved ones and nourishing yourself with In Season’s abundant and warming Alps inspired in home culinary adventure.

INcredible Edibles
jacksoncatering.com

The exceptional service of an upbeat staff, combined with the phenomenal scenery of the Jackson Hole area create a perfect marriage of cuisine, service and setting for a unique and unforgettable experience.

JARRETT SCHWARTZ
chefjarrettschwartz.com

Private Chef Jarrett Schwartz offers full-service event catering and cooking classes in Jackson Hole. Chef Schwartz combines skillful, traditional techniques with modern twists.
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PRIVATE CHEFS

MAHO HAKOSHIMA
mahocatering.com
Maho’s food focus is New American Cuisine with robust, intense flavors and a strong pull towards sustainability and local growers. Maho firmly believes the best food is created from the best ingredients.

SCOTT NECHAY
chefscottnechay.com
Enjoy world-class cooking in the comfort of your home. Scott Nechay creates a unique dining experience, combining regional and global cuisines with fresh, quality ingredients and fun ideas.

STEVE MURPHY
threepeakscatering.com
Chef Steve Murphy and his team specialize in elegant western comfort cuisine with a focus on unique cuts of buffalo, elk, boar, trout and wild game. He enjoys preparing rich sauces and unique western spices.

TIM CABRADILLA
307catering.net
Chef Tim Cabradilla’s award-winning, intimate cuisine makes for a truly memorable meal. His company, 307 Catering, is a full-service catering company and personal chef provider for the Jackson Hole area.
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Contact your TCCG concierge for local recommendations, assistance, and reservations.
AIRPORTS

JACKSON HOLE AIRPORT
(307) 733-7682 | jacksonholeairport.com

JACKSON HOLE AVIATION, LLC (FBO)
(307) 733-4767

DRIGGS-REED MEMORIAL AIRPORT
(208) 354-2365 | driggs.govoffice.com

IDAHO FALLS REGIONAL AIRPORT
(208) 612-8224 | iflyida.com

SALT LAKE CITY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
(801) 575-2400 | slcairport.com

AIRLINES

AMERICAN AIRLINES
1-800-433-7300 | aa.com

DELTA
1-800-221-1212 | delta.com

FRONTIER AIRLINES
1-800-432-1359 | flyfrontier.com

INDEPENDENT JETS
1-877-501-5387 | independentjets.com

UNITED AIRLINES
1-800-864-8331 | united.com

PRIVATE AVIATION

INDEPENDENT JETS
(877) 501-5387 | independentjets.com
MASS TRANSIT

CHARTER

ALLTRANS
(307) 733-3135 | jacksonholealltrans.com

Alltrans specializes in ground transportation, charters, privately contracted shuttle services, ski shuttles including Grand Targhee Ski Resort, and daily shuttle services to Western Wyoming and Salt Lake City.

PUBLIC TRANSIT

START BUS
(307) 732-4521 | startbus.com

START Bus is Jackson’s public transportation system. There are regularly scheduled routes between Jackson, Teton Village, Star Valley, and Teton Valley, Idaho. START Bus also offers a free town shuttle that operates daily bus services and serves most hotels, galleries, shops, and restaurants within the Town of Jackson. START Bus is an easy way to navigate the area. Bikes & skis are easily accommodated.

FARES (ONE WAY):

Within Jackson Town Limits....................................................... Free
Jackson to/from Teton Village .................................................... $3.00
Jackson to/from Star Valley....................................................... $8.00
Jackson to/from Teton Valley.................................................... $8.00

*Please note, bus drivers do not carry change & accept cash only.
CAR RENTALS

AT AIRPORT

AVIS/BUDGET
(307) 733-3422 | 1250 East Airport Road, Jackson, WY 83001 | avis.com

HERTZ
(307) 733-2272 | 1250 East Airport Road, Jackson, WY 83001 | hertz.com

ENTERPRISE
(307) 733-7066 | 1250 East Airport Road, Jackson, WY 83001 | enterprise.com

IN TOWN

ALAMO
(307) 733-0671 | 1225 Wyoming 22, Jackson, WY 83001 | alamo.com

DOLLAR
(307) 733-9224 | 345 West Broadway, Jackson, WY 83001 | dollar.com

LEISURE SPORTS CAR RENTAL
(307) 733 3040 | 1075 U.S. 89, Jackson, WY 83001 | leisuresportsadventure.com

NATIONAL
(307) 733-0671 | 1225 Wyoming 22, Jackson, WY 83001 | nationalcar.com

THRIFTY
(307) 734-8312 | 345 West Broadway, Jackson Hole, WY 83001
TAXI SERVICES

A-1 TAXI AND TOURS | (307) 690-3900
ALLTRANS TAXI | (307) 733-3135
BRONC’S CAR SERVICE | (307) 413-9863
COWBOY CAB | (307) 413-1000
DANIEL’S CASH CAB | (307) 413-3770
ECOTRANS TAXI* | (307) 734-0076
FLYING T TAXI | (607) 690-0000
GRAND TAXI SERVICE* | (307) 413-8834
JACKSON HOLE TAXI | (307) 699-3369
JAC TRANSPORTATION | (307) 699-3113
OLD FAITHFUL TAXI | (307) 699-4020
OLD WEST TRANSPORTATION | (307) 690-8898
PATHFINDER TAXI | (307) 690-1004
SNAKE RIVER TAXI | (307) 413-9009
STAGECOACH TAXI | (307) 699-0665
TETON MOUNTAIN TAXI | (307) 699-7969
UVC TRANSPORTATION* | (307) 413-6000
VALLEY TAXI | (307) 690-0463

*Our top picks.
EXECUTIVE SERVICES

THE DRIVER PROVIDER | (307) 733-4629
MOUNTAIN RESORT SERVICES | (307) 733-1112
SNAKE RIVER TRANSPORTATION | (307) 413-9009
TETON VILLAGE TRANSPORT | (307) 413-1200
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ATV ADVENTURES

Whether you want to go on your own or with a guide, ATV excursions are a great way to access Bridger-Teton National Forest, Shadow Mountain or Slate Creek, or other areas which are known for the abundant wildlife and beautiful scenery.

*The minimum age requirement is typically 6 to 8 years.

BOATING

Enjoy views of the Teton Range from the comfort of wooden Dories or Motorboats on Jenny Lake and Jackson Lake (10 horsepower maximum). Human-powered vessels are permitted on Jackson, Jenny, Phelps, Emma Matilda, Two Ocean, Taggart, Bradley, Bearpaw, Leigh, and String Lakes. Sailing, water skiing, and windsurfing are only allowed on Jackson Lake. Jet skis are prohibited on all waters within the park. Wooden boat tours on the Snake River are also available.

CHUCKWAGON DINNERS

Chuckwagons take you back to the spirit of the old west with a relaxing atmosphere, allowing you to experience the true meaning of western hospitality. This is a great way to feed the whole family while entertaining them with comedy, wild stories, and fiddling.

*Kid friendly
FITNESS, YOGA, WELLNESS

CORE CHANGES WITH CAREY
(307) 690-4302 | corechangeswithcarey.com
Carey offers TRX, Yoga, Circuit Conditioning and Metabolic Interval Training. The TRX Suspension Trainer is the original, best-in-class workout system that leverages gravity and your body weight to perform hundreds of exercises. You’re in control of how much you want to challenge yourself on each exercise because you can simply adjust your body position to add or decrease resistance.

CORE PILATES
(307) 413-0267 | corejh.com
Core Pilates offers a variety of classes and times to fit your fitness goals and work schedules. Classes include Yoga, Sculpt and Tone Pilates, Equipment Class, and Core Pilates Circuit.

INVERSION
(307) 733-3038 | inversionyoga.com
Inversion is an energetic yoga community committed to your well-being. They offer a variety of yoga classes including hot yoga, Ashtanga, Vinyasa, Kundalini, and many more. They also offer Barre and Sculpt classes.

JACKSON HOLE HEALTH & FITNESS
(307) 734-9000 | jhhealthandfitness.com
Work out on wall to wall, state of the art strength and cardio equipment or take part in one of their fitness classes. If you are looking for a trainer in the area Jackson Hole Health & Fitness offers training from nationally certified professional trainers who will help you maximize your workout success.

JACKSON HOLE WELLNESS
(307) 690-9667 | jhwellnessatwork.com
Jackson Hole Wellness is your one-stop shop for anything and everything related to food, fitness, and wellbeing. Private yoga lessons, training sessions, and even healthy cooking classes are offered by this locally owned and operated company.
REVOLUTION INDOOR CYCLING
(307) 413-0441 | revolutionindoorcycling.com
Ride, row, and train by attending one of Revolution's Schwinn indoor cycling, Indo-row, or shockwave classes available seven days a week.

FITNESS, YOGA, & WELLNESS

SARAH KLINE
(307) 413-3988
Along with teaching at Inversion Yoga and guiding with Hole Hiking, Sarah enjoys providing residences and visitors alike with private, in home yoga instruction.

TETON COUNTY RECREATION CENTER
(307) 739-9025 | tetonparksandrec.org
The recreation center includes a gymnasium, multipurpose room, and an aquatic center featuring a lap pool, water slide, hot tub, and kid friendly leisure pool. Open seven days a week.

TETON SPORTS CLUB
(307) 733-7004 | tetonsportsclub.com
Teton Sports Club has flexible membership plans for the short-term visitor, including single, couple, and family rates for just one day or a week. Choose from an assortment of classes including yoga, CrossFit, boxing, swim lessons, and boot camp.

TETON YOGA SHALA
(307) 690-3054 | tetonyoga.com
Teton Yoga Shala offers therapeutic private yoga instruction, yoga classes, yoga workshops, and yoga teacher trainings. Their methods are based on the Ashtanga Vinyasa system which emphasizes self-practice, internal awareness, and strength.
FLY FISHING

Enjoy the thrill of a cutthroat, rainbow or brown trout on the end of your line as you drift along the river in one of the most beautiful and diverse fly-fishing destinations in the world. Guides are passionate about the local waters and excited to share their fishing knowledge and provide instructions for all levels of experience. All trips include necessary gear. Although fly fishing is most popular in our area, your guide can also bring spin rods if you prefer.

*The minimum age requirement is typically 6 years; depending upon availability they may be willing to take younger children.

GOLF

The Jackson Hole area is home to some of the most unique country clubs in the world. The golf courses offer spectacular views of the Teton Range and other beautiful scenery plus you never know what wildlife you’ll encounter. With more than four courses to choose from, there truly is something for everyone.

HORSEBACK RIDING

Few activities offer as much insight to the traditions and textures of the West as a horseback ride through the mountain trails of Jackson Hole. Offering rides with breathtaking and majestic views of the Teton Range, Gros Ventre Wilderness, or the town of Jackson, travelling through bucolic, mountain meadows on gentle horses makes this an ideal activity for families with young children. Choose between one, two, or three hour rides, as well as half day and full day rides with lunch included.

*Minimum age requirements vary.
HOT AIR BALLOON

This is a great way to enjoy a peaceful ride and incredible scenery soaring over Jackson Hole with commanding views of the Jackson Hole Mountain Resort, Teton Village, and seven mountain ranges. You fly at daybreak, when the first rays of sun are bathing the Teton Range, and the flight lasts about an hour.

*The minimum age requirement is typically 6 years.*
JUST FOR KIDS

GRAND ADVENTURE PARK AT JACKSON HOLE MOUNTAIN RESORT
(307) 733-2292 | jacksonhole.com

Spend a day in Teton Village enjoying the Grand Adventure Park which includes mountain biking, riding the tram, free falling from the drop tower, tackling our ropes course and much more! The center of Teton Village also features a playground with pop jets to help cool you down on a hot summer day.

JACKSON HOLE CHILDREN’S MUSEUM
(307) 733-3996 | jhchildrensmuseum.org

The Jackson Hole Children's Museum encourages families to examine the world together through interactive, hands-on exhibits and educational programs in the arts, sciences, literature, and history. This is a great experience for all ages and promotes learning through collaborative play and creative problem solving in a nurturing environment. Check website for hours of operation.

JACKSON HOLE PLAYHOUSE
(307) 733-6994 | jacksonplayhouse.com

The historic Jackson Hole Playhouse brings you a full evening of Western entertainment, from gun-slingin', singing waiters to fully-staged musical comedies. You can kick off your boots and enjoy true Western hospitality at Wyoming’s longest running professional dinner theatre. Various shows run throughout the year and are fun for the whole family.

JACKSON HOLE RODEO
(307) 733-7927 | jhrodeo.com

Rodeos are on Wednesdays and Saturdays, and they begin at 8:00 PM. The Rodeo runs from Memorial Day weekend through Labor Day. Experience a fundamental part of Jackson Hole’s culture at the legendary Jackson Hole Rodeo.

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF WILDLIFE ART – THE CHILDREN’S DISCOVERY GALLERY
(307) 733-5771 | wildlifeart.org

The Children's Discovery Gallery is a beautifully designed, self-directed activity area for children of all ages. It includes a hands-on artist's studio, life-sized diorama, animal costumes, reading nook and a puppet theater. In addition, NMWA also offers thematic tours for pre-K to grade 12, art contests for kids and on-line lessons and games.
JUST FOR KIDS

SCENIC FLOATS
Join your experienced guide for a peaceful journey down the Snake River with a scenic float trip inside Grand Teton National Park or just south of the park boundary. This is a perfect way for guests of all ages to get out on the river and enjoy beautiful mountain scenery.

“The minimum age requirement is 4 years old

SNOW KING MOUNTAIN
(307) 734-3194 | snowkingmountain.com
Snow King Mountains offers a variety of activities for all ages. From numerous hiking and biking trails to the new additions of the Cowboy Coaster, Treetop Adventure ropes course and zip line, Alpine Slide, Bungee Trampoline and Bouldering Park. The base of Snow King also features a playground and baseball field.

TETON COUNTY FAIR
(307) 733-5289 | tetoncountyfair.com
A favorite event for locals and tourists alike, the annual Teton County Fair (typically held from mid to late July) is everything you would expect a fair to be and more! From the pig-wrestling competition to the figure eight races, from the 4H show and sale to the concerts and colorful variety of rides, the fair delivers a big dose of good, old-fashioned, family fun. The Fair is located at Teton County Fairgrounds, 305 West Snow King Avenue, in Jackson.

TOWN SQUARE STAGECOACH RIDES
Circle the historic Town Square in a horse-drawn stagecoach wagon. The rides begin at the wooden cabin on the south side of Jackson's Town Square. Rides are available from 9:00 AM to dusk, Memorial Day through Labor Day.
WILDLIFE TOURS

Get the chance to see Jackson Hole’s abundant wildlife in its natural habitat. Enjoy either public or private wildlife tours that are educational, entertaining, and memorable. Your guide will offer a plethora of information on the surrounding geography, flora, fauna and history of Jackson Hole. Great for families who want to learn more about the National Parks and Jackson Hole. Animals that may be observed during this expedition include elk, moose, bison, pronghorn antelope, bighorn sheep, mule deer, wolves, and bear.

KAYAKING

Enjoy a guided scenic paddle around a lake or for more of a thrill take a guided river trip, ranging from beginner Class I rapids through advanced Class III rapids. Paddling provides a wonderful opportunity to experience the tranquil waters of the lakes in the area or the crashing waves of the Snake River Canyon.

LOCAL HAPPENINGS

JACKSON HOLE’S FARMER’S MARKET

The Farmer’s Market takes place every Saturday from 8:00 AM to 12:00PM on Jackson’s Town Square. It runs from the first Saturday after July 4th through mid-September. Each week, a featured chef at the market provides free food samples, and live music is performed regularly. You’ll find fresh, organic fruits and veggies, beef, homemade pies, and pastries plus so much more!
The People’s Market takes place every Wednesday from 4:00 PM to 7:00 PM at the base of Snow King near Phil Baux Park early-June through mid-September. A farmer’s market with a happy hour, this event helps build community through food, art, music and family, while celebrating products produced locally.

The historic Jackson Hole Playhouse brings you a full evening of Western entertainment, from gun-slingin’, singing waiters to fully-staged musical comedies. You can kick off your boots and enjoy true Western hospitality at Wyoming’s longest running professional dinner theater. Various shows run throughout the year and are fun for the whole family.

Rodeo has been part of Jackson Hole’s cowboy culture since the first settlers arrived over 100 years ago. The Rodeo runs from Memorial Day weekend through Labor Day on Wednesday and Saturday nights at 8:00PM. Experience a fundamental part of Jackson Hole’s culture at the legendary Jackson Hole Rodeo.

The National Elk Refuge provides, preserves, restores, and manages winter habitat for the Jackson elk herd as well as habitat for endangered species of birds, fish, and other animals. Drive or walk into the refuge; there is always wildlife to be seen!

Circle the historic Town Square in a horse-drawn stagecoach wagon. The rides begin at the wooden cabin on the south side of Jackson’s Town Square. Rides are available from 9:00 AM to dusk, Memorial Day through Labor Day.

A favorite event for locals and tourists alike, the annual Teton County Fair (typically held from mid to late July) is everything you would expect a fair to be and more! From the pig-wrestling competition to the figure eight races, from the 4H show and sale to the concerts and colorful variety of rides, the fair delivers a big dose of good, old-fashioned, family fun. The Fair is located at Teton County Fairgrounds, just blocks from downtown Jackson.
JACKSON HOLE SHOOTOUT
What better way to experience the west than to witness a true western shoot out! Watch a lively reenactment of frontier justice on Jackson's Town Square, in what is the longest, continuously running shootout in the country! The Jackson Hole Shootout takes place Monday through Saturday at 6:00 PM, Memorial Day through Labor Day. It is free to the public. Arrive minutes early to get a front-row spot to see the action!

MOUNTAIN BIKING
Flying down the mountain on a pair of skis is not really an option during the summer, but hopping on a mountain bike can be just as exhilarating. Set out on your own or join a guided tour. Half-day and full-day tours for every ability level from the first time leisure rider to advanced single-track rider are available. Each tour includes your own mountain bike, helmet and local bike guide.

*Kid friendly

PADDLEBOARDING
Another great way to experience the rivers and lakes of Jackson Hole is by renting a stand up paddleboard. Popular sites to paddleboard include String Lake and Jenny Lake in Grand Teton National Park all at the foot of the Teton Range.
PARAGLIDING

Enjoy alpine flying at its absolute best. All instructors are experienced mountain pilots with excellent safety records. All equipment is supplied and flights are tandem.

*There is no minimum age requirement; however, there is a weight requirement of at least 40 pounds.

SCENIC FLIGHTS

Soar the Tetons and experience this beautiful mountain range from an unforgettable bird’s-eye view. Enjoy a leisurely flight in one of the world’s most awe-inspiring areas providing you with the adventure of a lifetime.

SCENIC FLOATING

Join your experienced guide for a peaceful journey down the Snake River with a scenic float trip inside Grand Teton National Park or just south of the park boundary. This is a perfect way for guests of all ages to get out on the river and enjoy beautiful mountain scenery. Book an overnight trip or a shorter day trip with breakfast, lunch, or dinner included.

*The minimum age requirement is 4 years old
SHOOTING AND ARCHERY

This is the perfect place if you are looking to shoot a rifle, pistol, shotgun, or bow and arrow! Shooting guns can be a fun, safe and educational thing to do for both adults and children.
All gear, range setup, snacks, and private instruction are included.

*Minimum age requirement is 7 to 9 years; they are open to taking younger individuals if the child is capable.

SPAS

THE SPA AT AMANGANI
(307) 734-7333 | aman.com

The Amangani spa offers a range of treatments, as well as a fully-equipped gym, two steam rooms, an exercise studio and yoga program. With floor to ceiling glass windows, the facility overlooks the 115ft heated outdoor swimming pool and hot tub, with views overlooking the Snake River Valley.

CHILL SPA AT HOTEL TERRA
(307) 739-4055 | hotelterrajacksonhole.com

Renew, Relax and Chill. At Chill Spa, count on clearing your mind and restoring your body. They use 100% organic products and 100% organic cotton linens as well as a natural substitute for chlorine in their hot tubs. Chill Spa has created a healthy and serene space so all you need to think about is "ahhhh."

ELEVATE MEDICAL SPA AND SALON
(307) 264-5593 | jacksonwyspaservices.com

Elevate Medical Spa and Salon is here for you whether you want to relax or are interested in a specific cosmetic treatment. They can do everything from giving you a massage to getting you ready for a special event. They are certified in the use of facial injectable and Obagi skincare products. Your well-being is their main priority.
THE SPA AT FOUR SEASON RESORT
(307) 732-5000 | fourseasons.com/jacksonhole

Escape to a spa resort inspired by the pristine beauty of Jackson's mountain wilderness. Nationally recognized among the top 100 spa resorts in the US by Conde Nast 2012 readers’ polls, their full-service alpine Spa provides a comprehensive range of massages and treatments to promote relaxation, invigoration and renewal.

GRACE SPA
(307) 201-1888 | gracespajh.com

Revitalize yourself! Located in the town of Jackson, Grace Spa offers everything you need from a full service salon including hair, waxing, nails and skin to a revitalizing message. They are also a great spot for wedding and other groups.
NIGHTLIFE AND ENTERTAINMENT

CENTER FOR THE ARTS
265 South Cache Street, Jackson

The Center for the Arts hosts a wide range of concerts, theatrical performances, and cultural events from local and national artists. An assortment of classes are also offered, including Introduction to Wines, Spanish for beginners, and Amateur Digital Photo. The Center for the Arts has an outdoor amphitheater for the warmer months in addition to the 500-seat indoor theater.

DORNAN’S HOOTENANNY
105 Moose Meadow Lane, Moose

Head up to Dornan’s on Monday night to enjoy live, acoustic music by local musicians at Hootenanny. Music starts at 6:00 PM and goes to 9:00 PM. Arrive early to get a good seat or sign up to sing. Please refer to the dining section for more on their food offerings.

GRAND TETON MUSIC FESTIVAL
3330 Cody Lane, Teton Village

Grand Teton Music Festival brings the finest classical music to the valley. Musicians from renowned orchestras come together to create a world-class symphony. The concert series takes place in the acoustically-acclaimed Walk Festival Hall in Teton Village.

JACKSON HOLE CINEMAS
295 West Pearl Avenue and 860 South Highway 89, Jackson

If you are looking to catch the newest releases on the big screen, check the movie listings for Jackson Hole Twin Cinemas located in town or MovieWorks Cinema located just south of town. Enjoy the newest flick projected on giant screens using all-digital projection systems.

KNOTTY PINE
58 South Main Street, Victor, Idaho

Bands from all over the country come to the small town of Victor, just over Teton Pass, to play at this restaurant and music venue. Enjoy locally-brewed beers or a cocktail while enjoying the show.
NIGHTLIFE AND ENTERTAINMENT

LOCAL RESTAURANT & BAR
55 North Cache, Jackson
Local is a great stop for happy hour or late night potables! Enjoy the modern décor and inviting bar while enjoying one of their specialty cocktails. Please refer to the dining section for more on their food offerings.

THE MANGY MOOSE RESTAURANT & SALOON
3295 Village Drive, Teton Village
A skier’s classic since its inception, “The Moose” features good food in a casual atmosphere with an eclectic collection of memorabilia. Voted one of the ten hottest après-ski bars in the world by Forbes Magazine, the Mangy Moose Saloon hosts both local and legendary bands to play on its stage. Check your events calendar for a listing of shows during your stay. Please refer to the dining section for more on their food offerings.

MILLION DOLLAR COWBOY BAR
25 North Cache Street, Jackson
“The Cowboy” is a landmark watering hole known for its western dancing, live entertainment, & western cowboy flare. Some of the finest entertainers on the country music scene have hit the stage here, including Willie Nelson and Hoyt Axton. Take part in two-step dance lessons on Thursdays from 7:30 PM to 9:00 PM. Please refer to the dining section for more on their food offerings.

PINK GARTER THEATER
50 West Broadway Avenue, Jackson
The Pink Garter Theater building houses The Rose, Jackson’s only classically inspired craft cocktail lounge, alongside a landmark theater turned live music venue. Head downstairs before or after the show for a delicious slice at Pinky G’s Pizzeria. The Pink Garter Theater hosts a wide range of shows, bringing some fabulous acts to the small town of Jackson.
Located inside the Pink Garter Theater, The Rose is Jackson Hole's first and only classically inspired cocktail lounge. With an emphasis on fresh and house-made ingredients, quality spirits, and precise execution, The Rose has an expansive selection of classic and modern cocktails well-suited to every drinker's interest. While The Rose is a great place to sit back & sip on a delicious cocktail on weeknights, be prepared for a very full bar on weekends and nights when there is a show at the Pink Garter Theater. Happy hour runs seven days a week from 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM. Please refer to the dining section for more on their food offerings.
MOUNTAIN BIKING

Whether you are brand new to the exhilarating sport of mountain biking or a seasoned cyclist, Jackson Hole has a trail with your name on it! From mellow, cross-country terrain to steep single track, there really is something for everyone. The Jackson Hole Pathway System brochure is a great source to explore those cool, forested single tracks or for planning your road route to Grand Teton National Park. So grab your helmet, water, and sense of adventure – it’s time to hit the trail!

JACKSON HOLE MOUNTAIN RESORT

The resort offers the opportunity to transport your mountain bike partway up the mountain and bike the trails down. Be sure to check out the lift accessed bike park high up on the mountainside!

PAVED CYCLING ROUTES

FRIENDS OF PATHWAYS

(307) 733-4534 | friendsofpathways.org

The Pathways system connects communities in and around Jackson by promoting safe and convenient non-motorized transportation pathways. The pathway system continues to expand and includes a trail between Wilson and Teton Village and throughout town. Our favorite route is in the “Moose” section of Grand Teton National Park.
HIKING

Below are some of our favorite area hikes. Please see A Guide to Exploring Grand Teton National Park for more details and to see all of the hikes this wonderful place has to offer.

CATHEDRAL GROUP HIKES
This trail system links together three lakes: Jenny Lake, String Lake, and Leigh Lake. You can take a shuttle boat across Jenny Lake for fast access to Hidden Falls and Inspiration Point. Jenny Lake and the surrounding area are great however they are also one of the most popular ones therefore we suggest going early in the morning or late in the evening to avoid crowds.

• Jenny Lake Loop — 6.6 miles round trip, minimal elevation gain
• Hidden Falls — 0.5 miles from the west shore boat dock
• Inspiration Point — 0.5 miles from Hidden Falls, elevation gain 406 feet
• String Lake Loop — 3.6 miles round trip, elevation gain 309 feet
• Leigh Lake — 7.4 miles, round trip, slight elevation gain
  » Goodwin Lake to Jackson Peak
  » Goodwin Lake: 6 miles round trip, 800 foot elevation gain
• Jackson Peak — 9 miles round trip, 2,380 foot elevation gain
• Phelps Lake Overlook and Phelps Lake — 0.9 miles to overlook, one way, 420 foot elevation gain
• Taggart and Bradley Lake Loop — 5.1 miles round trip, 500 foot elevation gain
GALLERIES

ALTAMIRA FINE ART
172 Center Street No. 100, Jackson
Altamira Fine Art is recognized as one of the leading galleries in Jackson specializing in Western Contemporary art, modern depictions, and interpretations of the American West. Check out their 4,800 square foot showroom with a museum like ambiance.

ASTORIA FINE ART
35 East Deloney Avenue, Jackson
Astoria Fine Art, located on Town Square, is one of the West’s premier fine art galleries. This gallery features original works by artists, both contemporary and historical, from twenty states and five countries.

BROOKOVER GALLERY
125 North Cache Street, Jackson
Brookover features some of the finest landscape photography in the West by renowned artist David Brookover. David is often at the gallery to interpret the photographs and describe the emotions and sense of wonder that helped him create them.

CAYUSE WESTERN AMERICANA
225 North Glenwood Avenue, Jackson
Located in historic downtown Jackson, Cayuse has a stunning collection of cowboy, Native American Indian, and National Park artifacts. This store offers an incredible selection of art, jewelry, artifacts, and other memorabilia.

DIEHL GALLERY
155 West Broadway, Jackson
Diehl Galley offers fine art and professional art collecting service for new and established collectors. Diehl specializes in the acquisition and sale of contemporary art with a focus on painting and sculpture.
GALLERIES

FIGHTING BEAR ANTIQUES AND FINE ART
375 South Cache Street, Jackson
Specializing in quality 19th Century American furniture and fine art, this gallery is nationally recognized for its authentic Mission and Thomas Molesworth furniture, early Navajo rugs and textiles, American Indian beadwork, Western Americana, and fine art of American masters.

GALLERY WILD
80 West Broadway Avenue, Jackson
One of the newest fine art galleries in Jackson, Gallery Wild showcases fine art inspired by wildlife, wild open spaces, and conservation.

HEATHER JAMES GALLERY
172 Center Street, Jackson
Heather James Fine Art offers a rare look into art history’s past and present featuring a wide breadth of genres including cultural art and antiquities, American and Latin American Masters, Old Masters, Impressionist and Modern, Post-War and Contemporary, and Photography.

HORIZON FINE ART GALLERY
30 King Street, Jackson
Horizon Fine Art Gallery features paintings, photography, sculptures, jewelry, woodworks, and fine furnishings. This gallery prides themselves in showcasing well known artists as well as upcoming names in the art world.

MANGELSEN IMAGES OF NATURE GALLERY
170 North Cache Street, Jackson
This gallery features the amazing wildlife photography of Tom Mangelson and sells limited edition photographs dedicated to the appreciation and protection of wildlife.
GALLERIES

MOUNTAIN TRAILS GALLERY
155 Center Street, Jackson

Mountain Trails Gallery features an eclectic mix of representational and impressionist paintings and sculpture as well as a broad selection of western artifact reproductions. This gallery offers a wide variety of subject matter including western, figurative, wildlife, still-life, and landscapes.

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF WILDLIFE ART
2820 Rungius Road, Jackson

The National Museum of Wildlife Art showcases more than 5,000 artworks representing animals from around the world. The Museum's unsurpassed collection chronicles much of the history of wildlife art, welcoming visitors of all ages to engage with a spectacular artistic heritage.

RARE GALLERY OF FINE ART
60 East Broadway, Jackson

The owner and broker of RARE Gallery, Rick Armstrong, seeks out the rarest and hardest to find art and one of a kind furniture. He searches out new and emerging artists.

TAYLOE PIGGOTT GALLERY
62 South Glenwood, Jackson

Specializing in the exhibition and sale of post-war and contemporary art, Tayloe Piggott gallery is committed to the promotion of emerging artists.

TRAILSIDE GALLERIES
130 East Broadway, Jackson

This gallery has been regarded as one of the preeminent dealers in American representational art. They specialize in a rich and varied collection of works by the leading western, wildlife, figurative, impressionist, and landscape artists in the country.

TURNER FINE ART
545 North Cache Street, Jackson

Turner Fine Art presents uplifting, world-class art that engages visitors and clients in a broader understanding and appreciation of beauty, creativity, and the natural world.
GALLERIES

TWO GREY HILLS
110 East Broadway, Jackson
Two Grey Hills features distinctive Southwestern Native American jewelry by Navajo, Hopi, Zuni, and Santo Domingan artists. With museum-quality Navajo rugs, Pueblo pottery and hand-made Southwest Indian baskets, the art & artifacts represented in this gallery will enhance the collections of the most discerning buyers.

WEST LIVES ON GALLERY
75 North Glenwood Street, Jackson
This gallery has an impressive collection of fine art reflecting the rich heritage of the American West. Featuring Western, wildlife and landscape art in original oils, acrylics, watercolors and bronze. This gallery represents over 100 regional and local artists. Their knowledgeable staff will work with you to locate that special piece for your home or office.

WILCOX GALLERY
1975 North Highway 89, Jackson
Wilcox Gallery features world-class painters and sculptors in a world-class setting. From oil paintings to watercolors to sculptures out of various mediums such as wood and papercast.

WILD BY NATURE GALLERY
95 West Deloney Avenue, Jackson
This gallery features striking wildlife and landscape images by local photographer Henry H. Holdsworth. The sheer beauty of his images is important, but the true heart of Henry’s photography is focused on bringing about a greater appreciation of nature and its preservation.
MUSEUMS

COLTER BAY VISITOR CENTER AND INDIAN ARTS MUSEUM
Located 25 miles north of Moose, adjacent to Jackson Lake

On display you will see a collection of woven blankets, instruments, beadwork, toys, moccasins, pouches, sashes, and jewelry. The collection dates from 1875 through the early 1900’s and includes pieces from over 100 tribes.

JACKSON HOLE CHILDREN’S MUSEUM
175 North King Street, Jackson

The children’s museum offers the valley the services and experience many need and desire: more alternatives, greater flexibility, social interaction, and enrichment opportunities. Their focus is creativity and innovation, explored through the arts, sciences, design, local history, professions, discovery through play, interactive exhibits, and programming.

THE MURIE CENTER
1 Murie Ranch Road, Moose

The Murie Center brings people together to inspire action that preserves nature. Their legacy includes 80 years of committed citizen action to protect wildlife and wilderness. The Murie Center’s core program focus is on inspiring, cultivating and connecting rising conservation leaders using the personal story of the Murie family and their uniquely successful campaign strategies and scientific contributions. Additionally, they are committed to being effective stewards of the National Historic Landmark and extending the Murie legacy through impactful programs, education and outreach.

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF WILDLIFE ART
2828 Rungius Road, Jackson

This museum’s location provides a rare opportunity to view wildlife in its natural habitat, as does the artwork that pays tribute to it. It is their mission to collect, display, interpret, and preserve the highest quality North American wildlife art, supplemented by wildlife art found throughout the world. The museum’s Rising Sage Café serves excellent food during the day and offers tapas-style dining on Tuesday nights between 5:30PM and 9:00PM. The museum also offers regular children’s programs, lectures, films, and evening programs.
BANKS

BANK OF JACKSON HOLE

MAIN BRANCH
(307) 733-8064 | 990 West Broadway, Jackson

ASPENS BRANCH
(307) 733-8065 | 4010 West Lake Creek Drive, Wilson

HILLSIDE BRANCH
(307) 733-8064 | 975 West Broadway, Jackson

SMITH'S FOOD & DRUG STORE BRANCH
(307) 732-7676 | 1425 South Highway 89, Jackson

TETON VILLAGE BRANCH
(307) 734-9037 | 3300 West Village Drive, Teton Village

TOWN SQUARE BRANCH
(307) 733-8067 | 10 East Pearl Street, Jackson

WILSON BRANCH
(307) 733-8066; 5590 West Highway 22, Wilson

FIRST INTERSTATE BANK

MAIN BRANCH
(307) 734-7373 | 842 West Broadway, Jackson

ALBERTSON'S BRANCH
(307) 732-0194 | 105 Buffalo Way, Jackson

TOWN SQUARE BRANCH
(307) 732-7883 | 120 East Broadway, Jackson
BANKS

ROCKY MOUNTAIN BANK

JACKSON BRANCH
(307) 739-9000 | 890 West Broadway, Jackson

US BANK

JACKSON BRANCH
(307) 732-9880 | 185 Powderhorn Lane, Jackson

WELLS FARGO

ASPENS BRANCH
(307) 732-3914 | 3445 North Pines Way, Wilson

TOWN SQUARE BRANCH
(307) 733-3737 | 112 Center Street, Jackson

WEST JACKSON BRANCH
(307) 739-3875 | 50 Buffalo Way, Jackson
HOUSES OF WORSHIP

CHAPEL AT RIVER CROSSING
(307) 733-7770 | 3205 West Big Trail Drive, Jackson

CHAPEL OF THE TRANSFIGURATION, EPISCOPAL
(307) 733-2603 | Grand Teton national Park, Moose

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
(307) 413-4538 | 265 South Cache Street, Jackson

CHURCH OF CHRIST
(307) 733-2611 | 690 Lakota Drive, Jackson

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
(307) 733-6337 | 420 East Broadway, Jackson

COMMUNITY BIBLE CHURCH
(307) 733-1941 | 1450 South Park Loop Road, Jackson

CORNERSTONE CHURCH
(307) 840-9827 | 50 West Broadway, Jackson

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF JACKSON
(307) 733-3706 | 90 West Kelly Street, Jackson

JACKSON HOLE BAPTIST CHURCH
(307) 733-0857 | 620 East Broadway, Jackson

JACKSON HOLE JEWISH COMMUNITY
(307) 734-1999 | 610 West Broadway, Jackson

JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES
(307) 733-9314 | 1145 Maple Way, Jackson

MOUNTAIN VIEW INDEPENDENT BAPTIST
(307) 733-3604 | 1220 Highway 22, Jackson

OUR LADY OF THEMOUNTAINS CATHOLIC CHURCH
(307) 733-2516 | 201 South Jackson Street, Jackson

ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH OF JACKSON HOLE
(307) 733-2603 | 170 North Glenwood Street, Jackson
HOUSES OF WORSHIP

OUR LADY OF THE MOUNTAINS CATHOLIC CHURCH
(307) 733-2516 | 201 South Jackson Street, Jackson

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF JACKSON HOLE
(307) 734-0388 | 1251 South Park Loop Road, Jackson

REDEEMER LUTHERAN CHURCH
(307) 733-3409; 175 North Willow Street, Jackson

SHEPHERD OF THE MOUNTAINS LUTHERAN CHURCH
(307) 733-4382; 750 Seneca Lane, Jackson

ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
(307) 733-2603; 170 North Glenwood Street, Jackson